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ABSTRACT 

SIRODBMS is a software package developed by the CSIRO Division of Information 
Technology. It is an application programmer's toolkit which can be used to develop a shell 
from within which the ORACLE Relational Data Base Management System (RDBMS) can 
be run. SIRODBMS provides the tools necessary to build many of the features of a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) into an ORACLE RDBMS. SIRODBMS also 
permits the integration of different data types within a single database system. For 
example, the attribute data normally stored in ORACLE can be combined in a single 
RDBMS with point data, complex vector data types (lines and polygonal objects) and with 
raster data such as satellite imagery. This data integration facility could potentially simplify 
data storage and handling of project data in BMR. 

In addition to the improvements in the functionality of ORACLE provided by 
SIRODBMS, significant performance gains have been reported when SIRODBMS has 
been used for spatial data searches of some datasets (Abel, 1989a). These gains arise 
because ORACLE's indexing procedures are not optimised for operations with spatial 
data. SIRODBMS on the other hand uses an indexed locational key which is well suited to 
searches of spatial data. 

The performance gains arising from the use of SIRODBMS have been determined 
for 2 standard query routines using a large BMR geophysical dataset. The data used consist 
of 25014 data samples from the MAGSAT dataset over the Australian region. 
Performance data have been recorded on 3 different computer systems - a SUN 3/160, a 
Data General MV20000 and an 80386 personal computer running at 25 MHz. On the 
SUN computer where SIRODBMS was available for testing, times to complete the query 
routines were between 25 and 42% faster when SIRODBMS was used than with the fastest 
ORACLE indexing. The variations in performance gain depended upon the specifics of the 
data retrievals. 

SIRODBMS requires an extra field to be added to each data table in the database in 
order to accommodate the spatial index. However, the performance gains arising from the 
use of SIRODBMS more than outweigh the small increase in storage required for each 
table. Furthermore, since SIRODBMS is a toolkit, some applications programming is 
necessary before it can be used. 

The SIRODBMS toolkit could provide very useful improvements in both 
functionality and performance for BMR's attribute database system. The product warrants 
further investigation as an adjunct to the main GIS when the latter becomes operational. 
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INTRODUCTION

The effective integration of diverse spatial datasets will be an essential element of the
National Geoscience Mapping Accord (NGMA). This data integration will be important
both for the effective interpretation of the data collected, and to generate saleable
products.

The key technology for the integration of the spatially referenced data collected
under the NGMA will be a geographic information system (GIS). BMR has chosen
ArcInfo as the main GIS software package and a SUN Microsystems 4/470 computer as the
hardware platform to run it. Data inputs to the GIS system will consist of digitised maps,
processed aerial photography and satellite imagery, geophysical datasets and new data
inputted from NGMA field programs together with the data held in existing BMR
databases. Use of the latter database data will require the development of effective links
between the ArcInfo/SUN GIS system and the BMR's main computer, the Data General
MV20000 and its main database system, ORACLE.

Integration of data held in the GIS with data in ORACLE may be aided by
improved spatial referencing in ORACLE since this is an area in which ORACLE is
relatively weak. ORACLE is essentially a business-oriented product and as such includes
no specific spatial referencing capability. In particular, ORACLE's data indexing systems
are poorly suited to rapidly accessing spatial data (see below). One solution to this
deficiency is SIRODBMS (Spatial Information in a Relational Open-architecture DataBase
Management System). SIRODBMS is a software toolkit which provides much of the
functionality of a geographic information system to the ORACLE relational database
management system (RDBMS) (Abel; 1989a, 1989b). It has been developed by the Centre
for Spatial Information Systems which is part of CSIRO's Division of Information
Technology.

SIRODBMS FUNCTIONALITY

The SIRODBMS toolkit is written in the C language and is provided in the form of a run-
time library which can be called by C and FORTRAN-77 programs. It has been
implemented on SUN, VAX, Data General and ELXSI computers and on MS-DOS
personal computers. SIRODBMS operates as a shell running on top of a standard
ORACLE RDBMS and hence requires no changes to be made to the RDBMS. In this way,
all the facilities of the RDBMS remain available and integration of spatial data with other
attribute data within the RDBMS is made very simple.

Improved performance for queries involving spatial data is provided by SIRODBMS
through the use of a locational key (Abel and Smith, 1984). This key is generated by bit-
interleaving the x and y coordinates of the spatial data (Abel and Smith, 1983). In this way,
most spatial data which are close together in xy space are also close in key space. This
locational key is indexed using the standard B-tree indexing capabilities of the ORACLE
RDBMS. This indexed key is more efficient in the solution of spatial queries than are the
standard indexing types provided by ORACLE. The extent of the performance increase for
spatial queries made on a large geophysical dataset with a broad geographic extent has
been investigated in this Record.

The SIRODBMS data model allows the definition of topological data types (i.e. spatial
objects) within the ORACLE RDBMS. These spatial objects may be points, lines or
polygons (including complex polygons which can be disjointed or include islands). Raster
data such as geocoded images can also be stored in the RDBMS using SIRODBMS. Thus
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SIRODBMS provides the ability to store all of the data from an integrated earth science
study in a single relational database. For example, attribute data such as detailed chemical
analyses and geophysical laboratory measurements can be combined with spatial data such
as the results of geological and geophysical mapping together with remotely sensed
imagery.

METHODOLOGY

Data from the BMR MAGSAT_OBS database of Chopra (1989) was used to
evaluate the spatial search performance of ORACLE with and without the SIRODBMS
shell. The data in this database were searched using two standard query routines designed
to evaluate the speed of spatial referencing of the data. These standard query routines are
listed in Appendix A.

The data used for the performance testing were derived from the MAGSAT satellite
(Figure 1). MAGSAT was launched on 2/11/79 into a 350 to 550 km altitude near-polar
orbit. The orbit was set up in such a way that the plane of the orbit precessed at a sun-
synchronous rate and therefore remained approximately normal to the Earth-sun direction.
Thus, the satellite effectively flew along the dawn-dusk separator and passed over the
Australian region twice a day. The orbit slowly decayed over a 7-month period and
MAGSAT ceased transmitting usable data on 19/5/80. It fell from orbit on 14/6/80.
Collections of papers on MAGSAT and the data collected have been published in special
volumes of Geophysical Research Letters (Vol. 9, Number 4, April 1982) and the Journal of
Geophysical Research (Vol. 90, Number B3, February, 1985).

The data held in the BMR's MAGSAT databases are derived from a subset of the
MAGSAT quiet day dataset (World Data Centre dataset 142-A07-003). This subset was
selected from the "MSDB" study of Johnson and others (1984) and includes data from the
equator to 50°S in the longitude range from 82.9° to 180°E and the altitude range 348 to 502
km. As is detailed by Chopra (1989), the selected data have been further processed and
have been filtered to remove spikes prior to insertion into the MAGSAT databases. The
final results in the BMR MAGSAT databases represent 163 passes of the satellite over the
Australian region in the period 26/11/79 to 20/4/80. The geographic distribution of the
data from these passes is illustrated in Figure 2. Passes in this figure which trend SE-NW
are ascending (i.e. dusk) half-orbits, while those trending NE-SW are the descending (i.e.
dawn) equivalents.

There are 25014 records in the MAGSAT_OBS table. Each record corresponds to a
single location of the satellite. These records are indexed in ORACLE on the LATITUDE
and LONGITUDE columns for faster retrievals of spatial data, and on the PASSNO
column for faster join operations with the MAGSATICEY table. That table contains 163
records (1 record per pass) and is similarly indexed on the PASSNO column.

Each of the query routines used for performance testing search the database to
select those records which fall into a 1°x 1° latitude/longitude square. Ten such selects are
performed during the course of each query routine. In each case, the pass number of the
satellite and its distance along the satellite track (within the overall dataset) are returned.
Outputs from each of the query routines are given in Appendix B.

The two query routines differ in the distribution of the ten 1°x 1° windows used to
select the data (see Figure 3). The first routine, TIMING_H.SQL uses 10 windows with the
same latitude range (30.0°S to 29°S) but distributed in longitude between 120.0°E and
148.0°E (i.e. a "horizontal" distribution of windows across the dataset). The second query
routine, TIMING D.SQL, has 1°x 1° windows distributed both in latitude (35S° - 20.5°S)
and longitude (1207E - 148°E) (i.e. a "diagonal" distribution of windows across the dataset).
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Figure 1 An artist's representation of the MAGSAT satellite 
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Figure 2-

Geographic distribution of MAGSAT data held in the BMR MAGSAT_OBS 

ORACLE database. The data comprise 163 passes of the satellite over 

the Australian region (0 to 50 0 S and 82.9 to 1800 E). 
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The use of two different distributions of windows arose because of concerns that the second
and subsequent selects within the TIMING_H.SQL routine may have been speeded up
because ORACLE may have already loaded the data into a memory buffer during the first
select.

The performance testing using the standard queries was carried out on three
different computers: a SUN 3/160 at the CSIRO Division of Information Technology, the
Data General MV20000 at BMR, and on a 80386 personal computer running at a clock
speed of 25 MHz. Tests using SIRODBMS were only run on the SUN 3/160 at CSIRO
because of administrative difficulties in obtaining a copy to use on the Data General
computer at BMR.

Performance was monitored in terms of the CPU time required to complete each of
the standard queries. Performance data were collected at times when the computers had
no other interactive users (i.e. the jobs were not competing for CPU time with other jobs
with the same or higher priority). In the case of the SUN 3/160, the ORACLE queries were
performed at 3 am using a batch procedure. The data for the Data General MV20000 were
collected at 11 pm at a time when no other interactive users were on the system. Additional
data were collected using both queries on the Data General computer during normal
working hours in order to assess the effect on CPU time of having other users on the system.
The data collected on the SUN 3/160 with SIRODBMS were obtained at 9:25 am at a time
when there was a small amount of other interactive use of the system. These data therefore
represent an upper limit on query times and performance using SIRODBMS may well be
slightly better than indicated by the data.

RESULTS

The performance test results are listed in Table 1. The data in Table 1 and Figures
4 and 5 demonstrate the degree to which queries can be speeded up by indexing records in
ORACLE. The SUN 3/160 took more than five and a half minutes to extract all the data
for the ten windows defined in both the "horizontal" and "diagonal" routines when no
indexing of the 25014 records was used. Performance was improved by up to 94% (18 and
23 seconds respectively) when separate indexes were used on latitude and longitude.
Further improvements in retrieval time occurred when concatenated indexes were used for
both the "horizontal" and the "diagonal" query routines. It is not surprising, given the
distribution of windows in the "horizontal" query routine, that significant differences were
observed between the two concatenated indexes. The latitude:longitude concatenated
index was more efficient than the longitude:latitude one. In contrast, but again as might be
anticipated, there was no significant difference between the performance times for the 2
types of concatenated index with the "diagonal" query routine.

Further increases in performance occur when SIRODBMS is used. Improvements
in performance of 25% for the "horizontal" query routine (9 seconds CPU time) and 42% for
the "diagonal" query routine (7 seconds CPU time) have been recorded when compared with
the best ORACLE indexing method.

The results of the comparative tests made using the standard query routines on
three different computers are also listed in Table 1. The CPU time for each of the query
routines are graphed in Figures 6 and 7 for the Data General MV20000, the SUN 3/160 and
the 80386/25 PC. The tests with the latter computer were carried out twice, once with the
database resident on an ST-506 (voice coil) hard disc drive and secondly, with the database
stored on a SCSI removable hard disc drive. Clearly, CPU time is inversely related to the
capital cost of the CPU, with the MV20000 considerably faster than the SUN which is in
turn much faster than the PC.
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TABLE 1

PERFORMANCE DATA FOR THE 2 STANDARD QUERY ROUTINES

Indexing Type Computer CPU Time

"horizontal"^"diagonal"
query routine^query routine
(seconds)^(seconds)

No index SUN 3/160 334.5^348.3

Separate indexes SUN 3/160 18.0^23.3

Concatenated
index (latitude:

SUN 3/160 12.02^11.96

longitude)

Concatenated
index (longitude:

SUN 3/160 14.26^12.18

latitude)

SIRODBMS SUN 3/160 9.0^7.0

Separate indexes Data 4.2^-^5.3^4.2^-^5.3
General
MV20000

Separate indexes PC 80386 28^28
25 MHz
ST-506
Hard Disc

Separate indexes PC 80386 62^62
25 MHz
SCSI
Removable
Hard Disc
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The results in terms of CPU time for the query routines to complete on the Data
General MV20000 are relatively little affected by the number of ORACLE users using the
system. This is illustrated in Figure 8a with data collected using the "diagonal" query
routine. However, for the user, elapsed time is usually a more meaningful measure of
system performance. This parameter is found to vary widely with the overall use to which
the computer is being put. Figure 8h illustrates that the elapsed time for the "diagonal"
query routine varies between 16 and 41 seconds of elapsed time.

DISCUSSION 

The results of the comparative testing with the query routines on the SUN 3/160
computer at CSIRO's Division of Information Technology demonstrate the performance
gains to be had by proper indexing of data in ORACLE. For spatial queries in which data
are to be selected from a window in latitude/ longitude space, concatenated indexing offers
the best performance of the available ORACLE indexing options. SIRODBMS however
provides a marked improvement in performance over even the best results with a
concatenated indexing scheme (performance gains of up to 42%). These results highlight
the efficiency of the locational key indexing for spatial queries.

If the performance increases resulting from the use of SIRODBMS on the SUN
3/160 are applicable to the Data General MV20000, then a spatial query taking 2 minutes
of CPU time would be completed in as little as 69 seconds. For this reason alone, it may be
worth considering purchasing a copy of SIRODBMS for the main BMR ORACLE
database. This is particularly true given firstly, the large number of spatial queries that are
made on the BMR ORACLE system and secondly, the increasingly poor response of the
Data General computer in recent times. As indicated in Figure 8, the elapsed time for the
standard "diagonal" query routine differs markedly from the CPU time. This is of course to
be expected in a multi-user environment, but the elapsed time durations are becoming a
matter of great concern both to users and to the system managers.

Clearly, there is no simple relationship between the elapsed time and the number of
ORACLE users on the Data General MV20000. Details of other (non-ORACLE) users
and, more importantly, some indication of the type of work that everyone is doing, is
needed before any systematic plot against elapsed time for an ORACLE query can be
made. It is nevertheless clear that for the user, in many cases the response time for an
ORACLE query on a PC 80386 will be comparable to or better than that provided by the
Data General MV20000.

The only cost in terms of data storage resulting from the use of SIRODBMS is a
small increase in the space requirement for each table resulting from the addition of the
field used to store the B-tree index. This is only a small numeric field and thus the increase
in size for each table is likely to be small.

As indicated in the section on functionality, SIRODBMS makes available many of
the essential features of a GIS within an ORACLE RDBMS. The capability to handle
topological entities such as points, lines and complex polygons could be of great value in a
database system in which most of the stored data is geo-referenced and many of the queries
are spatial in nature. The specifics of the SIRODBMS data model have been described by
Abel (1989b) and he also gives examples of how different data types can be combined in a
SIRODBMS system. Rather than repeating that information here, the reader is referred to
Abel's paper.

The data integration capabilities of SIRODBMS could potentially simplify the
storage and handling of project data in BMR. However, as a decision has already been
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made to use ArcInfo as the primary GIS product, it seems unlikely that SIRODBMS could
have much, if any, direct role in handling NGMA project data. Spatial data from other
smaller projects, where limited and well-defined functionality is required, might however
benefit from applications development work with SIRODBMS because users could be
provided with a tailored environment rather than a fully-featured GIS with its significant
training overheads.

CONCLUSIONS

SIRODBMS provides the tools necessary to build many of the features of a GIS into
an ORACLE RDBMS. The attribute data normally stored in ORACLE can be combined
in a single RDBMS with point data, complex vector data types (lines and polygonal objects)
and with raster data such as satellite imagery. In addition to this improvement in the
functionality of ORACLE, there are significant performance gains to be had by using
SIRODBMS for spatial data searches of attribute data.

SIRODBMS does however require a small increase in overall data storage capacity
because of the need for a spatial index field in each table. Furthermore, since SIRODBMS
is a toolkit, some applications programming is necessary before it can be used.

The SIRODBMS product is worth further investigation as an adjunct to the main
GIS system when the latter becomes operational. One question that will need to be
addressed is the extent to which the topological data types defined in ORACLE with
SIRODBMS could be linked to the topology in the GIS.
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APPENDIX A THE STANDARD QUERY ROUTINES

Standard queries used for performance testing of ORACLE on 3 computer systems using
the MAGSAT OBS database of Chopra (1989).

1) Horizontal distribution of retrieval windows

REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK

NAME:
PURPOSE:

timing_h.sql
To time a series of 10 retrievals on data
from the ORACLE table MAGSAT OBS. The
retrievals are done on a strip of rectangular
windows which are arranged horizontally.

host time
timing start retrievals;
timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 120.00 and longitude < 121.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 123.00 and longitude < 124.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 126.00 and longitude
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 129.00 and longitude
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 132.00 and longitude
-29.00;

< 127.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <

< 130.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <

< 133.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 135.00 and longitude < 136.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
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where longitude > 138.00 and longitude < 139.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 141.00 and longitude < 142.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 144.00 and longitude < 145.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 147.00 and longitude < 148.00 and latitude > -30.00 and latitude <
-29.00;

timing stop;
host time
host whom oracle
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2) Diagonal distribution of retrieval windows

REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK

NAME:
PURPOSE:

timing_d.sql
To time a series of 10 retrievals on data
from the ORACLE table MAGSAT OBS. The
retrievals are done on a strip of rectangular
windows which are arranged diagonally.

host time
timing start retrievals;
timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 120.00 and longitude
-34.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 123.00 and longitude
-32.50;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 126.00 and longitude
-31.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 129.00 and longitude
-29.50;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 132.00 and longitude
-28.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 135.00 and longitude
-26.50;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 138.00 and longitude
-25.00;

timing show;

< 121.00 and latitude > -35.00 and latitude <

< 124.00 and latitude > -33.50 and latitude <

< 127.00 and latitude > -32.00 and latitude <

< 130.00 and latitude > -30.50 and latitude <

< 133.00 and latitude > -29.00 and latitude <

< 136.00 and latitude > -27.50 and latitude <

< 139.00 and latitude > -26.00 and latitude <
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select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 141.00 and longitude < 142.00 and latitude > -24.50 and latitude <
-23.50;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 144.00 and longitude < 145.00 and latitude > -23.00 and latitude <
-22.00;

timing show;

select passno, distance from magsat_obs
where longitude > 147.00 and longitude < 148.00 and latitude > -21.50 and latitude <
-20.50;

timing stop;
host time
host whom oracle
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APPENDIX B TYPICAL QUERY ROUTINE OUTPUTS

Typical output from each of the standard query routines used for performance testing of
ORACLE on 3 computer systems using the MAGSAT_OBS database of Chopra (1989).

1) Horizontal distribution of retrieval windows

SQL> @sql.d:timing_h.sql
15:56:06
timing for: retrievals
real: 0.21

PASSNO^DISTANCE

1448 2282.5037
1448 2318.2798
1448 2354.0562
730 2321.1545
730 2284.9431
730 2248.738
1767 2335.5486
1767 2300.0596

8 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 0.275

PASSNO^DISTANCE

1293 2310.7847
1293 2346.9509
1969 2343.3071
1969 2307.1855
2078 2359.0957
1969 2271.0586
2078 2322.7729

7 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 1.2128
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PASSNO^DISTANCE

915 2336.6726
915 2300.8896
915 2265.095
1860 2356.7644
1860 2320.9558
2625 2362.3672
1860 2285.1436
2625 2326.708
2625 2291.0383
2000 2348.5679
2000 2312.3772
2000 2276.1799

12 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 1.2183

no records selected

timing for: retrievals
real: 2.2231

PASSNO^DISTANCE

1401 2256.033
1401 2291.9431
1401 2327.8645

timing for: retrievals
real: 2.2280

PASSNO^DISTANCE

606 2316.135
606 2279.916
606 2243.7056
375 2341.3701
375 2305.7585

1014 2281.4207
375 2270.1438

1014 2317.5247
1014 2353.6287

9 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 3.2340

no records selected

timing for: retrievals
real: 3.2383
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PASSNO^DISTANCE

652 2319.9473
652 2283.7075
652 2247.4673

2124 2326.8735
2124 2290.5178
2124 2254.1548

6 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 4.2435

PASSNO^DISTANCE

1385 2294.8953
1385 2330.8577
1385 2366.8154
1060 2285.2322
1060 2321.4236
1060 2357.6194
837 2349.1243
837 2313.1077
390 2345.3904
837 2277.093
390 2309.7148
390 2274.0493

12 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 4.2490

PASSNO^DISTANCE

2077 2322.7998
2077 2286.4771
2077 2250.1592

timing for: retrievals
real: 5.2531 « « « « « « « « TOTAL TIME FOR EXECUTION
15:56:49



2) Diagonal distribution of retrieval windows

SQL> @sql.d:timing_d.sql
15:57:26
timing for: retrievals
real: 0.20

PASSNO^DISTANCE

    

1061^1778.3132

 

timing for: retrievals
real: 0.255

  

PASSNO^DISTANCE

2234 1929.7949
2156 1964.8861
2234 1893.4219
2156 1928.511
2234 1857.0568
2156 1892.1296

6 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 1.2106

PASSNO^DISTANCE

591 2097.1875
591 2060.9985
591 2024.8114
915 2121.8806
915 2086.0591
915 2050.239

1169 2032.4342
1169 2068.7192
1860 2141.946
1169 2105.0117
1860 2106.1499
1860 2070.3657
2625 2112.6536

13 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 1.2161

no records selected

timing for: retrievals
real: 2.2208
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PASSNO^DISTANCE

1076 2394.7803
1463 2422.2856
1076 2430.9875
1463 2458.0266
1076 2467.2002
1401 2363.7813
1401 2399.708
1401 2435.6299
1401 2471.5635

9 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 2.2260

PASSNO^DISTANCE

375 2626.4482
375 2590.7957
375 2555.1526
375 2519.5164

timing for: retrievals
real: 3.2318

PASSNO^DISTANCE

2287 2798.094
1875 2790.8792
498 2803.7407

1875 2754.9817
498 2767.6838

1875 2719.0811
498 2731.6375
575 2782.8538
575 2746.6606
421 2818.9189
575 2710.468
421 2783.0898
421 2747.2556

13 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 3.2368
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PASSNO^DISTANCE

2365 2888.3201
2365 2924.2542
2365 2960.1931

952 2883.2236
952 2919.0842
952 2954.9316

6 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 4.2420

PASSNO^DISTANCE

2155 3092.2876
2155 3055.9302
1478 3062.1096
1478 3097.8787
1478 3133.6418

timing for: retrievals
real: 4.2475

PASSNO DISTANCE

1323 3245.5083
590 3328.1216

1323 3281.6748
590 3291.9048

1323 3317.8352
590 3255.6978
590 3219.4819
914 3301.4148

2271 3221.5627
914 3265.7671

2624 3288.5259
2271 3257.1543
914 3230.1055

2624 3252.9487
1859 3289.051
2271 3292.7505
2624 3217.3726
1859 3253.1487
1859 3217.2573

19 records selected.

timing for: retrievals
real: 5.2523 < < < « « « « « « < TOTAL TIME FOR EXECUTION
15:57:57
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